
Class 7     (25/07/202)  

     Social Science 

               H. W 

               Civics  

            Ch-2 

 Write down in your civics fair copy.  

Very short Answer 

1- Universal adult franchise is given to all citizens of India for the right to vote. It granted the right to vote to it's adult citizen who 

attained the age of 18 year.  

2-Election is a contest between the various political parties. The party that gets maximum representative( no of seats) forms the 

government. 

 

3- Direct election- Direct election is when all voter vote for their representative, for eg. Mp's directly elected by voter in India.  

Indirect Election-indirect election is when  the elected voter on the behalf of of the voters;for example the president is not directly 

elected by voters of India but by the representative chosen by them.  

4- A political party is an organised group of people with common ideology for securing power or contesting election. 

 

 

                 English 

Q1. Identify the kind of sentence in each of the following: 

 

a) Life is a bed of roses. 

b) It is never a bed of roses. 

c) Man struggles hard to earn his living. 

d) He runs after money and wants to enjoy power. 

e) In the race for power and money, he gets hurt. 

f) Fears, worries and frustration hurts his mind. 

g) He becomes restless and loses peace of mind. 

h) He realises that money is not everything in life. 

i) It gives temporary satisfaction, but robs him of peace and happiness in life. 

j) What makes many happy is contentment. 

Class 7 subject Maths Date 25 july 

1.) Define the absolute value of Integer 

2.) Describe property of Integer over multiplication. 

3.) Describe the property of Integer over division. 

4.) Revise the second ex of ch - 1 

 

           Science 

1. Define Conduction, Convection and Radiation.  

2. What are good conductors? Give 3 examples.  

3. Which will be more warm single blanket or twin blanket? Explain with reason.  

4. Heating of water in a geyser shows which two methods of heat transfer.  

5. In activity no 4 on page 63, why we have used incense stick.  

6. Why ventilators are placed on upper side in a room? 

7. What do you understand by radiant energy.  

8. Give one example in which all the three methods of heat transfer are shown.  

9. Explain sea breeze with the help of a diagram.  

10. What are the two conditions required for conduction of heat. 

 

                 Maths 



1.) Define the absolute value of Integer 

2.) Describe property of Integer over multiplication. 

3.) Describe the property of Integer over division. 

4.) Revise the second ex of ch - 1 


